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Publications

Journal Articles (8)


Pfau, Michael, Semmler, Shane, Deatrick, Leslie., Mason, Alicia, Nisbett, Gwen, Lane, Lindsay, Craig, Elizabeth, Underhill, Jill, & Banas, John.. "Nuances about the Role and Impact of Affect in Inoculation." Communication Monographs 76 (2009): 73-98.

**Book Chapters (1)**


**Published Book Reviews (1)**


**Awards & Honors (19)**


Briones, Rowena. 3rd place in the Communication School Category for the Corporate Communication Case Study Competition, Arthur W. Page Society and the Institute for Public Relations, March 2009.


Donofrio, Theresa A. Center for Teaching Excellence Travel Grant (to Lilly-East Conference, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, April 2008.


Jiang, Hua. Center for Teaching Excellence Travel Grant (to Lilly-East Conference, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, April 2009.

Krueger, Benjamin. Center for Teaching Excellence Travel Grant (to Lilly-East Conference, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, April 2008.


Vardeman, Jennifer. Mary Gardner Award for Graduate Student Research. AEJMC. Chicago, IL. August 2008.


Conference Presentations (87)


Allen, Susan. “Fighting Negative Identity.” Presentation, Graduate Research Interaction Day, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, April 2009. (First Place)


Briones, Rowena. “Effective Emergency Preparedness: A Qualitative Study of Applying Agenda-Building and Framing to the American Red Cross Communication Practice.” Presentation, Graduate Research Interaction Day, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, April 2009. (First Place)


Hobler, Mara. “Relationship management and advocacy as negotiated through social and organizational meanings.” Presented at the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication Midwinter conference on March 6-7, 2009, Norman, OK.

Hobler, Mara. “Food endearments and rubber duckies: Public morality and minority culture constructions in an abstinence campaign.” Presented at the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication Midwinter conference on March 6-7, 2009, Norman, OK.


Lewis, Tiffany. “Abigail Scott Duniway’s Frontier Myth: Connecting Progress in the West to Women’s Suffrage.” Presentation, Graduate Research Interaction Day, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, April 2009.


Place, Katie R. “An Examination of Public Relations Ethics.” Presentation, Graduate Research Interaction Day, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, April 2009.


Schloss, Renata. Faye. “EcoMoms’ engagement in environmental activity.” Paper presented to the Educators Academy of the Public Relations Society of America (PRSA) International Conference, Detroit, MI, October 2008. (Runner-up for the Betsy Plank Graduate Research Competition Award)


**Competitive Seminars and Workshops (6)**


**Service (12)**


Briones, Rowena. CommGrad Executive Board.


Walker, M. Karen. Represented the Department of Communication on the ARHU Graduate Student Advisory Board, 2007-2008 Academic Year (Susan Allen will fill this position this academic year).


Zhang, Ai. Organizer, Confucius Book Club sponsored by the Confucius Institute, University of Maryland, College Park, Spring 2008-present

Zhang, Ai. Member of the Initiative for Education in Peace, Cooperation, and Development (IEPCD), University of Maryland, College Park, Spring 2008-present

Zhang, Ai. Organizer, Study abroad and Peace Education, University of Maryland, College Park, Fall 2008-present